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What is a literature review?

A literature review is a multi-document summary 
of research papers which is hand-crafted by a 
researcher to survey previous findings. 

 Information presentation

 Rhetorical argument building

 Human summarization strategies

The focus is on serving the reader’s needs, and justifying 
the writer’s argument.
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Which one is Human?
Studies by Mark Claypool, Anuja Gokhale, Tim 
Miranda, Pavel Murnikov, Dmitry Netes, Matthew 
Sartin (1999), Olfa Nasraoui, Hichem Frigui, Anupam
Joshi, Raghu Krishnapuram (1999), Badrul M. Sarwar, 
Joseph A. Konstan, Al Borchers, Jon Herlocker, Brad 
Miller, and John Riedl (1998), Michael Pazzani, Daniel 
Billsus (1997), provide unique approaches in the area of 
collaborative filtering.

The study by Claypool (1999) et al. designs and 
implements a collaborative filtering test-bed called P-
tango for filtering research that provides personalized 
filtering of an online newspaper. The article provides a 
unique approach of combining content-based and 
collaborative filtering by basing a prediction on a 
weighted average of the content-based prediction and 
the collaborative prediction.

The study by Pazzani (1997) et al; tries to identify 
interesting web sites by learning and revising user 
profiles. The paper gives a brief overview of Syskill & 
Webert an intelligent agent the authors designed to 
learn profiles. The authors thereby focus on the 
problem of assisting a person to find information that 
satisfies long-term, recurring goals rather than short-
term goals.

Studies by Claypool, Gokhale, Miranda, Murnikov, Netes 
and Sartin(1999), Nasraoui, Frigui, Joshi and 
Krishnapuram(1999), Pazzani and Billsus(1997), and 
Sarwar, Konstan, Borchers, Herlocker, Miller and 
Riedl(1998) have published research in collaborative 
filtering. 

Researchers in the field of collaborative filtering have 
explored different approaches  for predictions ( Claypool, 
Gokhale, Miranda, Murnikov, Netes & Sartin, 1999; 
Sarwar, Konstan, Borchers, Herlocker, Miller & Riedl , 
1998). 
Claypool, Gokhale, Miranda, Murnikov, Netes and Sartin 
(1999) presented a filtering approach that combines pure 
content-based predictions with pure collaborative 
filtering predictions.
Sarwar, Konstan, Borchers, Herlocker, Miller and Riedl 
(1998) defined and implements a model for integrating 
content-based ratings into a collaborative filtering 
system.

Researchers in the field of collaborative filtering have 
also explored approaches for wide spread news reading 
populace ( Claypool, Gokhale, Miranda, Murnikov, Netes 
& Sartin, 1999; and Pazzani & Billsus, 1997 ). 
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What is multi-document 
summarization?

Selecting important information from multiple source 
documents (that are related) to produce a compact 
synopsis for readers to gain a gist of the content. 

The focus is on selecting salient information.
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Baseline Summary
[1]  Online Searching: Measures that Discriminate among Users with Different Types of Experiences The primary goal of this 
research was to discover those behaviors associated with the process of online bibliographic searching that are correlated with success.
[2]  In the assumption that more experienced searchers are more successful, the research objectives were to identify 1 the differences among 
the searches of users of online systems who have different amounts of overall experience and 2 the differences between the searches of 
persons with and without experience on the database being searched.
[3]  Designing for Expert Information Finding Strategies This paper reports on a study of evaluating and generating requirements 
for the user interface of a digital library.
[4]  Effects of Search Experience and Subject Knowledge on the Search Tactics of Novice and Experienced Searchers This 
study investigated the effects of subject knowledge and search experience on novices and experienced searchers use of search tactics in 
online searches.
[5]  Novice and experienced searchers searched a practice question and two test questions in the ERIC database on the DIALOG system and 
their use of search tactics were recorded by protocols, transaction logs, and observation.
[6]  Data analyses showed that subject knowledge interacted with search experience, and both variables affected searchers behavior in four 
ways: 1 when questions in their subject areas were searched, experience affected searchers use of synonymous terms, monitoring of the 
search process, and combinations of search terms; 2 when questions outside their subject areas were searched, experience affected searchers 
reliance on their own terminology, use of the thesaurus, offline term selection, use of synonymous terms, and combinations of search terms; 
3 within the same experience group, subject knowledge had no effect on novice searchers; but 4 subject knowledge affected experienced 
searcher s reliance on their own language, use of the thesaurus, offline term selection, use of synonymous terms, monitoring of the search, 
and combinations of search terms.
[7] Searchers and Searchers: Differences Between the Most and Least Consistent Searchers The paper is based on an 
empirical study where 32 searchers formulated query statements from 12 search requests.
[8]  The searchers were also interviewed to obtain information about their experience.
[9]  There was a statistically significant dependence between term-consistency and the terminologicat styles of searchers on the one hand 
and between concept-consistency and searchers search strategies on the other hand.
[10]  The paper addresses the following research questions: What differences are therein the selection of search terms between the most and 
least term-consistent searchers, What differences are therein the experience of the most and least term-consistent searchers, What 
differences are there in the selection of search concepts between the most and least concept-consistent searchers, What differences are 
therein the experience of the most and least concept-consistent searchers.
[11]  Towards a cognitive theory of information retrieval A framework for constructing a cognitive model of users information 
searching behaviour is described.
[12]  The motivation for the framework is to create explanatory and predictive theories of information searching to improve the design of 
information retrieval IR systems. 6



Multi-document Scientific 
Summarization

 Do information summarization systems always address 
users’ needs?

 Summarization in Context –

Summarization needs to be viewed as a part of the
larger discourse (in this case, academic writing) it
belongs to, tailored to the purpose (literature review) of
summarization, the reader (a researcher) and the genre
of documents being summarized (research papers).

 Sparck Jones & Endres-Niggemeyer (1995)

 Sparck Jones (2007)

 Nenkova & McKeown (2011)

 Jaidka, Khoo & Na (2013)
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Research Objectives

3-level discourse analysis to identify the literature review’s structure:

 Layout (document-level analysis): Identify the macro-level 
structure of the literature review to develop structural templates

 Function (sentence-level analysis): Identify the rhetorical functions 
framing the content to develop sentence templates

 Information selection strategy (relationship between 

literature review and cited source papers):Identify information 
selection/editing strategies to model human summarizing 
strategies
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State of the Art: Summarization 
of Research Papers (1 of 2)

Other approaches have

 Summarized medical documents into a topic tree[1-3]

 Topic trees are constructed offline; not suitable for a large number of 
documents

 Generating a related work section through a provided topic 
tree[4,5]

 Topic trees are not readily available or scalable

 Selected and summarized information based on what’s been 
cited in other papers [6-8]

 Other papers cite only what is contextually relevant, not necessarily what is 
salient

 Modeled summary sentences on citing sentences [9]

 A partial solution to the problem 9



State of the Art: Summarization 
of Research Papers (2 of 2)

Other approaches have

 Selected and compressed information by identifying 
rhetorical relationships [10,11]

 Identifies only general rhetorical relations; not applicable for other genres

 Identified important information by referencing a specially 
constructed knowledge bank [12,13]

 Requires a large corpora to construct a domain-specific knowledge bank
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Methodology

Document-level analysis:

• To identify the macro-level structure of literature reviews
• Coded every sentence of a literature review according to a document level 

XML-style coding scheme
• Good-to-high inter-coder reliability ( average = 0.76) for structural elements
• Result: Characterization of integrative and descriptive literature 

reviews

Sentence-level analysis:

• To identify rhetorical functions in literature reviews

• Categorized discourse markers (connecting words) under subsuming 
categories of expressions and rhetorical functions

• Discovered relationships between rhetorical function and macro-elements
• High intercoder reliability ( average = 0.85) for rhetorical functions
• Result: 100+ sentence templates

Summarization strategy analysis:

• To identify sources and transformation strategies in literature reviews
• Result: different strategies for different styles of literature 

reviews
11



<lit-review>

…

<topic>

…

<topic>

…

<topic>

…

<study>

<what><meta-summary>“Recent research focuses on the topic of…”

<study>

<meta-critique>

<study>”A study by…”

<study>”Khoo et al. recently reported…”

<meta-critique>”However, these studies do not address…”

<meta-critique>

descriptive elements 
to describe the cited 
studies’ methods & 
results

meta- elements to 
represent citing 
authors’ comments

Components of the Literature 

Review Framework
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Corpus

Corpus: 

Exploratory study: 20 literature review sections from JASIST 
from 2000-2008; 

Confirmatory study: 90 literature review sections from JASIST, 
JDoc and JIS in the confirmatory study

Source papers dataset: 272 source papers cited in the exploratory 
dataset; 395 source papers cited in the confirmatory dataset

Summary evaluation dataset: 30 topics randomly selected from 
the confirmatory dataset, referencing 171 source papers.
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Implementing the 
Summarization Method
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Implementing the 
Summarization Method

Input
• Sample size – All research objectives information from 30 sets of 

research papers

• These 30 sets were created from the papers cited in 30 literature 
review sections in JIS, JASIST, JDoc

• One main topic was assigned to each set

Output
• A literature review:

• Arranged as a tree of topics and subtopics

• Containing “topic-what” and “meta-summary” for each topic 
and sub-topic

• Drawing out similarities between the papers

• Highlighting unique features of individual papers
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Summary Evaluation Corpus
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Inter-coder Agreement: 

Human Summary Writing
“Write a few lines (1-3 paragraphs) for the set of papers, presenting an 
overview of the important information across the papers. It should 
present the common information for 2 or more papers, as well as the 
unique information for each paper, focusing on the research objectives 
of the studies.” 
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Quantitative Evaluation

• Content level evaluation (derivative of ROUGE - 1) (N = 30) 
[14]

– Evaluated the information selection approach

– Evaluates unigram overlap between a system summary and a human 
summary (N=30); baseline: MEAD summary

Measures System MEAD
Recall 0.70 0.63
Precision 0.49 0.44
F-measure 0.57 0.50
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Qualitative Evaluation

– Judges: 35 PhD students & Professors

– N = 67 assessments, Different presentation orders

– Assesses the humanness (comprehensibility/readability) of the 
literature review [15,16,17]

– Assesses its usefulness as a literature review

– Assesses overall individual preference through open-ended questions

MEAD System Human
Comprehensibility 5.6 5.6 6.2
Readability 4.9 5.3 5.6
Usefulness 5.7 6.4 6.3
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Qualitative Evaluation

Comprehensibility • This summary is easy to understand
• The main topics are easy to identify
• The relationships between the topic and subtopics 

are easy to identify
• The relationship between sentences are easy to 

identify

• System performed worse than Human, but not significantly different from MEAD 
in terms of Comprehensibility

• A topic layout of the summary was considered about as comprehensible as a 
single-topic extract of related sentences
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Qualitative Evaluation

Readability • The summary is incomplete or it doesn’t make sense
• The summary has duplicate information
• The summary has dangling anaphors (e.g. 

unresolved pronouns)
• The summary is disjointed

• System summaries outperformed MEAD summaries in completeness and non-
disjointedness

• System summaries still had a lot of duplicate information
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Qualitative Evaluation

Usefulness • The summary presents the trends in research
• The summary identifies similarities among previous 

studies
• The summary identifies differences among previous 

studies
• The summary identifies important concepts, theories 

and views in the research area
• The summary identifies the contributions of different 

authors/papers

• System summaries outperformed MEAD summaries with a margin of 20% in 
scores for all the individual items

• System summaries were not significantly different from human summaries in 
terms of usefulness

• MEAD summaries were the least useful as a literature review
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Evaluation – Assessors’ comments

Positive Negative Suggestions

Comprehensibility • It gives a good overview on 
the topic and points

• It summarizes the research 
and connects the authors to 
the topic by the use of "these 
authors.“

• - It is better review than the 
others because it tries to tie 
the literature together in 
some fashion

• Too many repetitions, 
but gives some 
information

• Lacks uniformity in 
subject

• Should give an indication of 
trends in order to help the 
reader contextualize the 
research field.

Readability • Continuity is good
• Very readable
• It flows well

• Some studies are cited 
several times

• It felt very disjointed, 
maybe because of all the 
small paragraphs.

• The linking of sentence 
could be better.

• There are a few mistakes in 
grammar, which is 
distracting.

Usefulness • I feel I got an overview over 
the research in the area.

• The summary covered a good 
deal of literature

• Comparison between studies 
is helpful

• This summary is not 
informative

• It would also be useful to have 
more description of each 
study.
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Error Analysis
• Topic Tree Generation 

– There is some information loss between selecting sub-topics and 
generating the summary

– The chosen sentences and clauses may not be representative of sub-
topics

• Rhetorical Implementation

– Errors in editing sentences; on average, 4 sentences per summary 
are grammatically incorrect

– Errors in selecting templates because of lexical matching; individual 
recall measures are all higher than 85%
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Thank you
jaidka@sas.upenn.edu
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Function
Type of Information 
Required

Regular Expression which map into 
Sentence Templates

Describe a 
topic

•Introduce a topic 
through its research 
aspects
•Introduce a topic 
through its literature 
review
•Introduce area of 
research

•(Researchers | Research) (have |has) (in | 
are concerned with | have addressed 
|proposed | observed | investigated | 
focused on)
•The (literature review | prior work) 
(covered | dealt with | looked at | focused 
on )? 
•research | studies | findings) in the (field | 
area | domain | context) of

Describe a 
study

•State the study objective
•State the study 
motivation
•State the study 
hypothesis

•(the study | we | who) (conducted 
|explored | proposed | pursued | described 
| attempted to | represented | analyzed | 
examined | investigated |deals with | seeks 
to discover)
•(The | Their) underlying research (question 
| objective) (was |is)
• (They) (argue | opine | hold |debate | 
believe) that

Components of the Literature 

Review Framework – Level 2
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Function
Type of Information 
Required

Regular Expression which map into 
Sentence Templates

Compare 
studies

State the common aim 
of studies

•The (common)? (issue | motivation |aim 
| principle) (for | behind) (many | most| 
some| these| such | existing) studies
•(Many| Most |These | Some | Such | 
Existing | Various)? (studies | work) have 
(explored | focused on)

Components of the Literature 

Review Framework – Level 2
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Info Selection Criteria Order of Priority

Lexical

 “This article/paper...”
 “The aim/goal/objective is…”
 “We present/ describe...”
 “Recent research into...”
 Sentences with how/what/why questions

Syntactic

 Sentence having the main topic in its main 
clause

 The sentence with fewer clauses
 The sentence with no back-referencing

Surface
 Sentence from the first paragraphs of a section
 The title of the source paper
 The sentence which is the shortest 

Components of the Literature 

Review Framework – Level 3
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Annotating the SciSumm corpus

• 6 annotators selected from a pool of 25 

• 6 hours of training

• Gold standard annotations for Task 1A and 1B, 
per topic or reference paper

• Community and hand-written summaries for Task 2, per 
topic
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Annotation Pipeline

Annotation!

Post Processing 

with U-Colorado’s 

python scripts

OCR & Section 
Parse

CLAIR -
Umich’s 
Python 
module
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